Epicentral locations of non-volcanic tremors (NVT) in the Mexican subduction zone are determined from the peak of the energy spatial distribution and examined over time. NVT is found to occur persistently at a distance of ~215 km from the trench, which we term the "Sweet Spot" because this region probably has the proper conditions (i.e. temperature, pressure, and fluid content) for the NVT to occur with minimum shear slip. High-energy NVT episodes are also observed every few months, extending ~190 km to ~220 km from hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012
can be misleading in the sub-horizontal section of the slab where there is no dip, but we use the terms for clarity when describing location along the slab. SSE has been observed in two types: (1) short-term (small repeat interval), small magnitude SSE and (2) long-term (long repeat interval), large magnitude SSE [e.g. Hirose and Obara, 2005; Obara and Hirose, 2006; Obara, 2010; Obara, 2011] . The short-term SSE and NVT occur simultaneously in space and time. On the other hand, the long-term SSE occurs updip from the source region of NVT and short-term SSE. The episodic tremor and slip (ETS) observed in Cascadia is then the short-term SSE, while the 2006 Mexican SSE observed to be updip from the NVT belongs to the long-term SSE [Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Kostoglodov et al., 2010; Obara, 2011] .
Previous studies have linked evidence of high pore fluid pressure to subduction zones where NVT occurs [e.g. Obara, 2002; Shelly et al., 2006; Audet et al., 2009] . In Mexico, studies have presented a number of possible sources of fluid in the crust above the flat slab. These include the release of trapped water from the slab after passing overpressurized impermeable boundaries [Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010] , water releasing metamorphic phase changes [Manea et al., 2004; Manea et al. 2010] , and water squeezed from the slab due to slab bending [Jödicke et al. 2006] . Evidence from a magnetotelluric study [Jödicke et al. 2006] and a seismic velocity tomography [Huesca-Pérez and Husker, submitted] suggests that water is present throughout the entire lower crust above the flat slab and that the amount of fluid increases in the downdip direction. The evidence from the magnetotelluric study and tomography do not distinguish which of the fluid sources is most probable and it may be a combination of the three. [Payero et al., 2008] of data from MASE used cross-correlations of envelopes of NVT [Obara, 2002] in order to locate the tremor. The method suffers from imprecise locations because correlating emergent windows over many minutes or hours causes inexact, rolling cross-correlation peaks. In addition, the locations were limited because the MASE station arrangement was approximately a one-dimensional line. In order to bypass these limitations, Kostoglodov et al. [2010] plotted the NVT energy (square of velocity) of the north component recorded at each station during the two and a half year duration of MASE to map the region of NVT along the MASE line.
In this study, we determine epicenters of all the individual NVT's during that period using an energy location method. We then analyze the epicentral locations of individual NVT's over time. When there are a large number of individual NVT's over an interval of a few days, this is considered an episode of NVT as defined by other authors [e.g. Audet et al., 2009; Obara, 2010] . Kostoglodov et al. [2010] exclusively analyzed episodes of activity, although they were described as bursts since the individual NVT's that make up an episode were not seen in that study. We then analyze the energy of the NVT in different regions and its association with long term and short term SSE's in Mexico.
NVT Location Method
The location technique employed in this study is similar to amplitude location methods in volcano studies [e.g. Legrand et al., 2000; Battaglia and Aki, 2003; Taisne et al., 2011] . The difference between the amplitude location method with volcanic tremor and with NVT is that volcanic tremor is largely isotropic with P waves dominating while NVT hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012 appears to have a double couple source with S waves dominating [Obara et al., 2002; Shelly et al., 2007] . In our data, the energy of the north component is systematically greater than the east component, which is greater than the vertical component with the location of the energy maximums and the energy falloff corresponding between all components ( Figure   2 ). It is very difficult to generate radiation patterns with corresponding shapes between all components from an ideal single double couple source, as maximums in the radiation pattern for S waves are nodes for P waves and vice versa. There is evidence that NVT is made up of many small low frequency earthquakes (LFE's) [Shelly et al., 2007] . Multiple small horizontal approximately east-west striking double-couple sources with rakes pointing northward generated over a small area could create the observed energy pattern. This NVT mechanism model is supported by the general north-south Cocos slab and North American plate convergence in this region [DeMets et al., 1994] . Scattering plays a role in diminishing the observed radiation pattern as well, but it obviously has not completely eliminated the radiation pattern because the energy level is different in each of the three components. Assuming this dislocation model for the observed data, the energy maximum at the surface is the location of the epicenter. There may be small deviations based on small differences in the focal mechanism, particularly the dip, but this effect must be small or the observed energy shapes would substantially differ between components.
Onsets and durations of NVT were automatically determined using the energy of median filtered envelopes of seismograms ]. An individual NVT was established when the energy averaged across all stations surpassed an empirically determined threshold. The energy was then summed into two-week intervals and presented over time (2005 -2007 the duration of MASE) . The background of Figure 3 was created in the same way. This gave the broad details of NVT location along hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012 the MASE profile during this period and showed a significant increase of NVT during the 2006 SSE [Payero et al., 2008; Kostoglodov et al., 2010; Vergnolle et al., 2010] . However, the summing of NVT energy in previous studies only showed the dominant NVT trend and not the complete spatio-temporal variations of smaller individual NVT's.
In order to determine the temporal and spatial variations of the NVT, each tremor was located using the energy falloff from the source with distance due to geometrical spreading and intrinsic attenuation (Equation 1). The goal of the inversion technique to locate the NVTs was to find the epicenter of each event along the MASE array. The onedimensional shape of the seismological network does not allow for solving for a focal mechanism, the area, or the depth of the NVT, as there are too many degrees of freedom that trade-off with one another. We only determine the epicenters using the following
where E is the energy (summed squared velocity) of the NVT measured at each station, C is a constant which is related to the energy at the source, r is the distance between source and receiver, is the peak frequency, v is the average seismic velocity of the medium, and Q is the quality factor. The latitude and longitude of the epicenter and C were the parameters solved to minimize the least-square error between the observed and theoretical energy profiles along the array [e.g. Aster et al., 2005] . Only the energy, E, from the northern component was used in the inversion as it had the greatest signal to noise ratio. Site effects were removed before inverting for the location using coda-determined site factors .
-2 Hz due to the range of detectable NVT frequencies (~1 -10 Hz) and ambient noise (> 2 Hz).
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NVT's have a more or less fixed spectrum, unlike earthquakes, so a small frequency band is representative of the overall energy [Aguiar et al., 2009; Kostoglodov et al., 2010] . The quality factor Q was set to 276 determined for this frequency range from attenuation studies in Mexico [Garcia et al., 2004] . The depth was conditionally set to 40 km as many recent studies have found all or most NVT at or just above the plate interface [Shelly et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2009] . However these studies use limited time windows that may create limitations of allowed moveouts forcing only detections of deeper sources. Kao et al. 
NVT Locations over time
The NVT epicenter location results are shown in Figure 1 and largely agree with previous location studies [Payero et al., 2008; Kostoglodov et al., 2010] . Figure 3 and the NVT.mp4 animation in the auxiliary material show how the NVT epicenter locations change over time. Figure 3 depicts almost continuously occurring NVT near 215 km from the trench, which we label the Sweet Spot. The term "Sweet Spot" is most commonly used in baseball and acoustics to refer to a limited zone with the correct conditions to create a particular effect (e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweet_spot), and it is used here with the same understanding. There is inter-episode NVT on the downdip side of the NVT activity hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012
in Cascadia as well, but it is not always in the same location along strike of the trench [Wech and Creager, 2008] . In southwest Japan, the studies there focus on NVT concentrations along strike, rather than perpendicular to the trench [e.g. Obara et al., 2011] .
There are Sweet Spots observed there as well where certain points along strike exhibit continuous inter-episode NVT, but it is not clear if they are on the downdip side of the NVT zone as in Cascadia and Mexico [Obara et al., 2010] .
In addition to the continuous NVT activity at the Sweet Spot, there are NVT episodes occurring every few months. The episodes, which last a few days to weeks, are the trench [Larson et al., 2007; Kostoglodov et al., 2010; Vergnolle et al., 2010] . A more recent inversion found small amounts of slip as far as 215 km from the trench, but the maximum was always updip from the NVT Sweet Spot [Radiguet et al., 2010] (Figure 7 ).
NVT did not occur within the peak of the slipping front of the SSE and primarily only overlapped the downdip edge of it (Figure 7 ) [Larson et al., 2007; Radiguet et al., 2010; Kostoglodov et al., 2010; Vergnolle et al., 2010] . This confirms, along the whole NVT region, the spatio-temporal separation between NVT and SSE previously observation by Kostoglodov et al. [2010] over the NVT high-energy segment. However, the updip, low energy NVT occurs concurrently with the 2006 SSE and appears to be a direct effect of the SSE although the low energy NVT is also limited spatially (> 150 km from the trench). The updip limit of the NVT is very close to the corner of the slab (Figures 1, 7) .
Discussion

NVT episodes provide evidence for short term SSE
The observation of spatially separated SSE and NVT may occur because there are two types of slow slip events as seen in the southwest Japan subduction zone [Obara, 2010; Obara, 2011] . There are short-term (small repeat interval), small magnitude SSE that occur downdip from the long-term (long repeat interval), large magnitude SSE [Hirose and Obara, 2005; Obara, 2010; Obara, 2011] . In the case of Japan, both types of SSE are accompanied by NVT, however more NVT occur during the short term SSE. Thus, Obara
[2011] categorized the Cascadia episodic tremor and slip (ETS) as short term SSE. Due to the previously observed separation of NVT's from the SSE's in Mexico , those SSE's were classified as long term SSE's [Obara, 2011] .
Varios studies have suggested that with the absence of detailed geodetic hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012 measurements, NVT episodes could be used to identify short term SSE [Aguiar et al., 2009; Wech and Creager, 2008; Obara 2011] . The observation of NVT episodes downdip from the long term SSE zone in Mexico provides evidence for short term SSE. In addition, possible short term SSE's have been detected within the NVT region [Vergnolle et al., 2010] . Detections were so small within the GPS signal that it was impossible to determine the precise location, but the strongest signals were all located well within the NVT region [Vergnolle et al., 2010] . With each detectable short term SSE a high energy NVT episode occurred Vergnolle et al., 2010] . High-energy NVT episodes with no clear short term SSE were also observed, but short term SSE detection is problematic because the corresponding displacements recorded by GPS are almost at the noise level of the position time series [Vergnolle et al., 2010] . Thus, the model seen in Japan of cyclical short term SSE's with strong NVT episodes and long term SSE's with weak NVT episodes follows the evidence seen in Mexico [Obara, 2011] . The increased rate of the NVT episodes during the 2006 long term SSE suggests that the short term SSE's are triggered by the long term SSE.
Conditions for NVT
The long term SSE region in Mexico aligns with an ultra slow velocity layer (USL)
found between the slab and overriding plate that is probably a remnant mantle wedge from before the slab was horizontal [Pérez-Campos et al., 2008; Song et al., 2009] . The high energy NVT region, which is now considered due to a short term SSE, aligns with a moderate USL [Song et al., 2009] . The USL's are evidence of high pore fluid pressure that allows the two types of SSE's to occur. These observations coincide with those by Kato et al. [2010] where the long term SSE's occur in a highly pressurized region, while short term hal-00706692, version 1 -11 Jun 2012
SSE's and their associated NVT's occur in a modestly pressurized region. NVT's in Mexico do occur directly because of the long term SSE, but they do not extend throughout the entire long term SSE region (Figures 1, 3 , 5, 7), and there is no evidence in Mexico of how the short term SSE region aligns with the down dip NVT. Thus, the limited NVT zone within the long term SSE is evidence that NVT might require modestly high pore fluid pressure.
This may suggest that the Sweet Spot is the zone with the proper pressure and/or temperature for NVT to persistently occur and that NVT that occur outside of the Sweet Spot may require an additional input. Evidence of a pressure change was observed during the 2006 SSE when the average seismic velocity within NVT region in the crust was observed to decrease, indicating increased dilation [Rivet et al., 2011] . As mentioned, during the 2006 SSE, NVT was observed farther from the Sweet Spot than at any other time during this study coinciding with the observed dilation increase.
Conclusions
This generate NVT persistently and so we refer to it as the NVT Sweet Spot. All NVT generated out of the Sweet Spot require an additional input to generate NVT. We suggest that the additional stress and increased dilation for fluid content necessary to generate NVT outside of the Sweet Spot are the SSE's. Assuming that each high-energy NVT episode therefore indicates a short term SSE, the increase in the number of NVT episodes during the long term SSE suggests that short term SSE's can be triggered by SSE's. These observations and interpretation of long and short term SSE coincide with observations in Japan where SSE's are found to occur closer to the trench than short term SSE's, the two interact, and NVT's coincide with short term SSE's [Hirose and Obara, 2005; Obara, 2010; Obara, 2011] . the NVT seismic energy measured at the surface summed in two-week intervals as described by Kostoglodov et al. [2010] . This figure differs slightly from Figure 2B of Kostoglodov et al. [2010] because energy profiles that did not meet the error criteria described in the localization method were considered spurious, non-NVT events and not since the figure is normalized to the measured energy peaks and there is probably an error in the location due to distance from the MASE profile and the fixed depth. The blue interepisode NVT data was particularly noisy due to it being low amplitude. Stations near the coast (~70 km from the trench) often had elevated energies due to noise bias from weather storms as seen in these two events. Although noisy storm data from the coastal stations was included in the inversion, the effect to the epicentral locations was quite small (
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When the coastal stations were removed from the inversion the locations were 182.7 km ± 3.2 km and 214.9 km ± 12.2 km respectively. and color scheme shown in Figures 1 and 3 . C is directly related to the seismic energy of the NVT at the source. A shows that C is roughly proportional to as has been observed in other studies [Aguiar et al., 2009] , however the relation is very disperse. B shows the normalized value of C/ over time. 
